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In preparation for the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), a team of teachers, science educators, and science and engineering professors at a comprehensive polytechnic university are collaboratively developing engineering modules for pre-service teachers in the Liberal Studies major. These engineering modules are designed to expose future teachers to the field of engineering and to serve as examples of hands-on activities that could later be used in their K-12 classrooms. The associated pedagogy of open-ended design challenges in meaningful context and the iterative engineering design cycle are also part of the curriculum. Hands-on engineering design activities are to be integrated into four of the six existing science courses for Liberal Studies majors. The initial engineering experience is presented in the physical science course focused on forces, motion, and energy. The emphasis of this initial activity is an introduction to the engineering design process through an in-class parachute activity titled “Medical Mission Drop,” adapted from an Engineering is Elementary (EIE) module.

Intro to Engineering Pre-activity: On a large Post-it® sheet, teams create and draw a "user persona" of an engineer and give it a personality that is guided by questions (what do they look like, what do they do, traits, etc.). All team members contribute to the user persona. This activity reveals students’ perceptions of engineering including misconceptions and stereotypes.

Medical Mission Drop:
The Challenge: Design a parachute to drop sensitive medical equipment and personnel into a remote village recuperating from a devastating tsunami. Equipment must not be broken and medical personnel must survive the drop! Therefore there needs to be a slow drop rate! How does the design of a parachute affect speed of a falling parachute? What are the most important factors?

Research as a jigsaw activity: The in-class parachute activity is broken into three phases and occurs over two days of class. The first phase involves three jigsaw groups examining the effects of the parachute canopy size, the canopy material, and the suspension line length. For this phase, the groups investigate the effect of only one design variable on drop speed. The second phase of the activity has the teams reassemble with different jigsaw experiences to share results and combine their efforts to design and build the optimal parachute. A parachute packing score and drop rate parameters are introduced to demonstrate the trade-offs that occur in most engineering designs.

Design and Test; Repeat: The teams test their designs by dropping them from an indoor balcony and are involved in a third phase of improving the parachute design. A debrief of the activity is done with the entire class. In addition, each team is asked to reflect on their process of the design activity and to construct their own representation of the engineering design process to share it with the rest of the class.